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masonic candidate for Governor, exceeding in number the major it by which I was elected over Judge Thompson, were almost exch sively given in this region and at least two-thirds of them take from our side.
I entered upon the duties of the office of Governor early i January? and sent a Message to the Legislature which convene at the same time. I received soon after a letter from John Eai dolph communicating his own and Nathaniel Macon's congratuk tions upon the character of that paper. Few men were better ii structed in the principles of the republican party than Mr. Ear dolph and there was not one on whose good opinion I placed higher value than on that of the venerable Macon.
I held the office of Governor only 	* days and during thg
short period succeeded in obtaining the action of the Legislature o three subjects in which I felt great interest. These consisted c adequate measures, first, to protect the public and more particularl the laboring classes, who were most concerned in a sound currenc because they were the most dependent upon it and the least able t detect what was otherwise, from losses through bank failure; secoru to prevent as far as possible the use of money at the elections, an third to abolish a particular monopoly2 and thereby to relieve valuable portion of the business of the community from unnecej sary and therefore injurious interference on the part of Governnien
Of my consistent opposition to the multiplication of banks an my readiness to suppress and punish the frauds they have con mitted on the public I have before spoken. I think in these respeci the record will not produce the evidence of any man having gor beyond me, be the merit great or small. Thoroughly satisfied of tl hopelessness of the task of putting a stop to the improper increa* of banks I turned my attention to the consideration of the moi effective measures to protect the most helpless against losses by the: failures. Joshua Forman, of Onondaga county, a plain but prai tical and far-seeing man, apprised of my general views in the ma ter, submitted for my consideration a plan for the accomplishmei of my object of which I thought favorably and which contained i a rough state many of the features of the Safety Fund System whic was finally adopted.3 I opened communications with those whom

